URGENT

NOTIFICATION

As directed by the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, NBU it is informed that as per requirement of the Office of the Controller of Examinations, all the academic and administrative offices of the University including all emergency services shall be remained open on and from 01.10.2020 to ensure the availability of faculty members and non-teaching employees including Officers associated with the conduct of the University Examinations to be held on and from 01.10.2020 at both NBU Main Campus and Jalpaiguri Campus.

This is necessitated for smooth arrangement of Term-end Examinations, evaluation of answer scripts and publication of results within 30.10.2020 pursuant to the Guidelines of University Grants Commission.

Copy in communication to:

1. The Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, NBU
2. The Deans of the Faculty Councils for P.G. Studies in ACL and Science, NBU
3. All Heads/Directors of Academic/Administrative Departments/Branches/Sections/Centres, NBU (including NBU Jalpaiguri Campus) with a request to circulate it amongst the Faculty members/colleagues in the Department.
4. The Academic Coordinator, NBU Jalpaiguri Campus for information and necessary action.
5. The Assistant Registrar, NBU Jalpaiguri Campus.
6. The President/Secretary, NBU, NBUOA. NBU, NBUPEO, NBUSBTSS, NBUASKA
7. Sri Uttam Nunia, NBU Kolkata Camp Office for information.